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Full Stack Web Developer with a focus on creating responsive and accessible web applications using the latest technologies 
in the industry. Proven track record of creating websites that consistently show great profit for clients by being fast, SEO 
friendly, and providing a great user experience.

EXPERIENCE

Full Stack Web Developer at MakDigitalDesign Philadelphia, PA • Jun 2019 - Present

Worked on a team of 5 as a full stack web developer, creating applications using the latest web technologies for B2B and 
B2C businesses. 
• Developed ecommerce storefronts on Bigcommerce using Stencil and headless full-stack applications using Gatsby.js, 
NextJS, and Remix.run.
• Worked on various projects, including headless websites, custom react components, and stencil themes.
• Regularly guided and led junior developers, helping them accomplish their goals.

PROJECTS

Byourbed Created a headless website on remix.run for a multi million dollar brand. Used typescript, reactjs, and 
Bigcommerce to power the backend. Remix.run powered the mutations and API conversions to bigcommerce.

CoolFrames Developed a headless website with a Bigcommerce backend using Remix.run, Redis, and PostgreSQL. Built a 
custom flow for picking out lenses and integrated with 3rd party APIs, including Luna, a service for glasses scans.

Phastek Performance Engineered custom react components for picking car make and model, as well as a custom react 
side cart, built on top of the bigcommerce stencil framework.

GlowbackLED Created a custom Stencil Bigcommerce theme and custom react components. Also developed a custom react 
based category page for a streamlined filtering experience.

Springbok Puzzles Built a headless React website on Gatsby.js with a Bigcommerce backend and hosted on AWS.

U.S Flag Store Architected an implemention of the bigcommerce API in conjunction with gatsby.js, and deployed on AWS.

SKILLS

Technical Javascript, ReactJS, NextJS, Remix.Run, Node, HTML5, Redux, Typescript, CSS, ExpressJS, NodeJS, Serverless

Language Russian, Ukrainian, English
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